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Abstract
The radar imagery, realized by means of synthetic aperture radars (SAR{

is very important in the exploring of planet, satellite and comet surfaces. The
most valuable feature of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the SAR signals is
the level of their side lobes, because they determine the dynamic diapason of the
image and the possibility to discover small objects. With regard to this, our paper
suggests a method for applying in spacecraft-based SARs the so named
generalized complementary signals, which ACF does not have any sideJobes. It
uses the polarization features of the electromagnetic waves.

Key lfiords : Synthetic ap er tur e r adar s, ideal auto c orr el ation function,
generaliz ed complementary signals.

1. Introduction
The radar imagery is very important in the exploring of planet,

satellite and comet surfaces U, 21. It may be sketched as follows. The
transmitter of the spacecraft-based radar sends electromagnetic signals. The
examined objects reflect the signals, producing so named echo-signals. They
are the input to the radar receiver. Mostly, in order to maximize the ratio
"signal/noise", the receiver is constructed as a filter, matched to the sent
signals. In this case the receiver output is the autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the sent signals. This is clarified on Fig. 1, where a radar signal is
depicted (Fig. la). The duration of the signal is f, but it is separated in 11

sub-signals (or "elementary signals") with duration re (i.e. n : T i rs) and
different carrier frequency. This technique is named "discrete frequency
shift-keying" (DFSK).It allows obtaining a different echo-signal from every
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"reflected point" of the object. Commonly, the receiver output, produced of
a single point echo, is characteized by a main peak V and a sequence of
side-lobes with maximal amplitude Vmax, as shown on Fig. lb. At the end,
Ihe radar receiver output signals are sampled and processed, which lead to
extracting of the object image [3].

vou(t)

c)

Fig. I Processing of radar signals

In general, the above described technique of complex radar signals
usage guarantees simultaneously large performance range (provided by the
aggregated power of elementary signals) and high distance resolution
(defined by rg) of the spacecraft-based synthetic aperture radars (SARs).

Unfortunately, the real objects comprise more than one reflected
points. As a result, the echo-signals of all reflected points interfere, as

depicted in Fig. lc. In this situation is hard to obtain a detailed object image,
because the side-lobes of more power signals mask the main peaks of the
weak signals.

With regard to this, our paper aims to suggest a method for applying
of so named generalized complementary signals, which ACF does not have
any side-lobes. It uses the polarization features of the electromagnetic
waves.
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2. A Method of Phase Manipulated Complementary Signals
Applying in Spacecraft-based Radars

It is known l4l Ihat discrete phase and frequency modulated signals
may be presented as the realpart of the complex-valued firnction:

(l) v(tl= ilr r.o|rrep.rarplzn(Jo + Iitlltro$- jtsl,
j=l

where I : v-T1' Uj is the amplitude of the j8 elementary
irnpulse y:1,2,...,r1; /o is the carrier frequency; {ls/2,-,/<<\ are real
time functions, which expresses the frequency modulation;
{@ j;0 < e j < 2x; j = 1,2, ...nJ is the set of numbers, describing the phase
modulation and:

(2) uo(r)={^ 1'-iir l*srg
[0, rf t <0, or t]tg

To maximize the transmitter efficiency and to simpliff the practical
realization of the process of signal receiving, the so-named uniform signals
with r0: const; Uj : const; j :1,2,...,n;; 0j e {(2nl) Im; I :O,I,...,m -
1)are most widely applied.

In this case and if only discrete phase shift keying (DPSK) is applied,
the signal is named "discrete phase manipulated (PM) signal". It can be
comprehensively described by the sequence {Q)}'=\ of normalized
complex amplitudes of elementary signals [41:(3) CUI=expG/ i\ (i.fetrp(2rdl I m\il =0,1,..., m-ll .

As above mentioned, the signals, which ACF has close-to-zero level
of the side-lobes, are the most attractive for implementation in spacecraft
based S,4Rs. With regard, in the rest part of the paper our attention shall be
focused on the so-named generulized complementary signals, which ACF is
free of any side-lobes. It is known that a single radar signal does not have
non-periodical ACF with zero level of the side-lobes. Moreover, the
classes of single uniform discrete radar signals with small level of their
sidelobes seem to be very rare. Due to this reason, Golay introduced [5]
the so-named complementary series (or signals (CSs)). They are a pair of
two uniform binary phase manipulated signals, which aggregated non-
periodical ACF is similar to a delta pulse.

It is necessary to emphasize, thal Golay's definition of CSs is not
useful in some important cases. This situation has motivated some
theoreticians to extend the classical definition as follows I6,7,81.
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Definition lz The set of p sequences (PM signals), which elements
are complex numbers, belonging to the multiplicative group of the m-th
(m>2) roots of unity:

(4) [-4 = th(illlatAz = liz( uflnfa;--Ae = lirh)llP4t;
€*A e {exp(2d I n);l = 0J,..., n* - U; t = r2,..., g.

are a set of generalized complementary signals (GCC| if and only if their
aggregated ACF has an ideal shape, similar to delta impulse:

(5) R"(r) = 
E* o,n = {'; ^i, : :. Jri:,,Jfi :

In (5) the non-periodical ACF R^, (r) are defined with the well
known formula [ 4]:

(6)

*l4I -<'-l)srs0

+t), o 3r 9t-1.
l=l

Consequently, Golay's codes are a particular case of the GCCs,
when p : 2, m : 2. The CCs and GCCs are unique among aII PM signals
with their following features:
- their aggregated ACFhas an ideal shape, similar to a delta pulse;

- if a pair of GCCs, consisting 4 elements, is known, then it is easy to
create an infinite set of pairs with unlimited codeJength.

It ought to emphasize that the most type uniform PM signals with
close to ideal ACF have limited code-length. For instance, Barker codes
exist only for q < 13, if 11 is an odd integer.

With regard to the GCCs positive features, they are studied very
intensively and a quick reference showed more than 200 conference reports
andmagazine articles, related to this theme, during the past ten years.

The natural question, which arises from Definition l, is "How can be
implemented the GCCs in a real communication system?". The most
obvious answer is the usage of p different frequency carriers
.ffr,k: 1,2,...,p, phase manipulated according to the sequences
Ak,k : l,2,...,p.Unfortunately, this is not the best approach, when the
communication system is a spacecraft-based S,4R. This conclusion will be
clarified with following example. Suppose that spacecraft-based SIR
exploits GCCs with p :2 and the transmitter radiates simultaneously two
uniform PM signals with carriers lj, 12, manipulated according to the
sequences A\, Aj . As a result of so-named Doppler effect, the carrierc f"^
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of echo-signals will be:

(?) feh = fr#* f*(t-ZYntc), k= 1,2,t l+Vplc 'r\
where V% is the radial velocity of the spacegraft relatively to the object and

c is the velocity of the electromagnetic waves propagation. If the explored
object is on the earth surface, then Zn must be at least 27 360 km/h. Then
the difference A/ : W\ - l"zl will be too significant and it may lead to
irreparable phase distortions between the cornponents of the GCCs.

Optinal Antenna

forHorizonhl
Rweivsr

Poluized

OptimslAntenna
for Vertical

Polatized Sipals

Fig. 2 Method of GCCs applying in spacecraft-based S,4Rs

Due to above reason in the rest part of our report we shall prove a
more appropriate approach to GCCs implementation in spacecraft-based
S,4Rs. Namely, we propose the two uniform PM signals, composing a pair
of GCCs, to be transmitted on one frequency carrier /o simultaneously but
by means of different types of polarization. Let the horizontal and the
vertical polarized PM signals be described with the sequences

A - tPUyfji-i anc* 
^2 

: 
{n(D /:i respectively. Then the signals,

reflected by an object point, will be S", & respectively. The reflected
signals are connected with transmitted signals by following matrix equation:/'\ ts'il 

illl ;;ilili;il'n4=tfil f,n'
tttt lt il=l\-' 

llsz ll I

where the complex valued matrix lDl is the so-named "polarization matrix
of the target scattering". Its entries depend on physical features of the
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object, its orientation and position relatively to the radar and canier
frequency of transmitted signals. When these parameters are constant, then
the entries of the matrix WOW are constants also and more over 917 :7)?i.

Accounting bhat the size of a single reflected point is small, it may be
concluded that Dj j rn Dzz' Consequently, the matrix jJDjj can be presented
in the form:

(e)

FE Gl : €(alro-l + (@ *tl^{-z + ... + €(2lr +(O),

where Du : Dzz:*ii Ort'o\) : (#2Ift\) : o2-

As above stated, the main obstacle for GCCs practical
implementation by means of polarized electromagnetic waves is the factthat
every echo-wave comprises the both horizontal and vertical polarized
components. Due to this reason, we propose the method of signal
processing, shown on Fig. 2. We shall explain it using the following
notation. Let {(9')}aJ be the sequence of normalized complex amplitudes
of elementary signals, composing an arbitrary complex signal. As
mentioned, the result of processing of this signal by its matched filter will
be the ACF of the signal. It may be presented with the following
pollmomial:
(10) P(r): F(r).r r(r-l; .

Here:

(1 r)

EDfi..:'4<t-tl is the so- named,,Han polynomial,',
corresponding to the sequence is the polynomial:

(12) {tr{l :(t(nlx{a-l) +f r(z-l)*{a-2) +...+6*o),
the coefficients of the polynomial P(x) are:
p r:R"(k) ; K : - (n)) - (n- 2),... -\,b.X: .,n-2, n-\,
and the values Rr(k) of the ACF are computed according to (6).

Accounting the above notation, (8) and (9), the outputs of matched
filters, shown on Fig. 2,may be expressedby following polynomials:
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Pr11trl= &t&(r} + *2.Po(r[ $ {"{ }
(r3)

Pq{xl= frr[4, ( xl + k2.Fr(s)l.lt, 4 ("-r il ;
r*@l= frr [fr2 4 (x) + 4, (r)t$ ("-r );
Ppt (xl = h1fh2.Fp(r) + Fq(r)l .tt+{r$-ll.

In (13) k, is a special coefficient, brought into the scheme by means
of two directed attenuators. Now it is easy to see, that if attenuators on Fig.2
are regulated to obtain kr: k2, then:

8-r(r) -- Pp{xl- Pr7$l+P4"(r)- P*(rl=
(14) = \{fF1r{gdt" -r I + Fr(xlFir(" -r X -

- */ -1ro6r|('-r) + FoGlFi(*-r[] = *r Jn0 - *11.
Formula (14) shows that the method of GCCs usage, depicted on

Fig. 2, preserves the cancellation of the ACF side-lobes, despite of the
harmful presence of cross-reflected signals. The signal power losses depend
on the relative coefficient of the cross-polarized reflection kz.

3. Conclusions
The method of GCCs applying in spacecraft-based radars, presented

above, preserves the positive features of the GCCs, especially the
cancellation of the ACF side-lobes, despite of the harmful presence of cross-
reflected signals. This result is reached by small losses of signal power,
because mostly kz < 20Vo and hence (I - q > 96yo.
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METOA 3A TIPIIJIATAHE
IIA OA3 OB O MAHI,IITYJII,IPAHI,I
KO MTIJIEMEHTAPHI{ CIII HAJII4

B KOCMIITIECKI,ITE
PMI,IOJIOKAIIUOHIII{ CTIC TEMI,I

Eopucnae Eedcrcee, )Kauema Tauteea, Poceu Eozdauoe

PecrcDre

flony.rananero Ha paltapnur l43o6pa)KeHvIs. Ha rloBbpxHocrra Ha

IrJraHeTlrTe, crISTHI{II}rTe }r KOMeTnre e BaxeH MoMeHT np}r TtrxHoTo
[3yqaBaHe. B rogn llpoqec Hafi-BDKHoro cBoftcrBo Ha aBToKopeJraq[oHHara
(fynrqua (AKO) Ha paAlroJroKallrrouHl4re cvrHaJrlr e HI,IBoro Ha

crpaHr,rrrHr{Te Jrucrr{ Ha AKO, 3arrloro ro olpe,qeJrfl Ar{HaMrttlHvrs. ALrana3old
Ha lr3o6paxeHr{ero }r Bb3MoxHocrra 3a orKp}rBahe Ha MaJropa3MepHI{

o6errra. flo rasu [plrqr{Ha B crailvflTa ce o6ocHoBaBa MeroA 3a r{3rroJl3BaHe

Ha raKa HapeqeHure o6o6qeru,r KoMTIJIeMeHTapHI,I crlrHaJrlr (OKC), ql{tro
cwapHa AKO HflMa crpaHvrtnpt lfircrn MeroAlr ce xapaKTepxsvpa c roBa,
qe 3anasBa rleHHlrre cBoficrBa Ha oKC Bb[peKr{ eferra Ha KpscrocaHo
[oJrrp[r3arlr{oHHo oTpaxeHHe Ha pa[apHr4Te cvlrldiarnr. TosI{ rroJroxl{TeJreH
pe3yJrTaT ce rrocrr{ra TexHurrecKlll rrpocTo r4 c MI{HuMaJrHr4 garydu Ha

eHeprurl Ha exo - cI{rHaJrI{Te.
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